Instructor raises a classroom management flag. The student receives an email and reaches out to the instructor, who clears the flag. 

Instructor raises an In Danger of Failing flag. The student receives an email, the instructor and success specialist provide outreach, and the instructor clears the flag. 

Instructor raises a Recommendation to Withdraw from a Course flag. The student receives an email, the advisor provides outreach, and the advisor clears the flag. 

Instructor raises a referral for an Academic Coach, Success Specialist, Tutoring, or WALES. The student receives an email and referral recipient provides outreach, and the referral recipient clears the flag. 

Loop is closed.

Note: Many other flags and referrals to campus resources are available to raise within HuskySuccess.
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*For certain flags and referrals, the student does NOT receive notification until outreach is provided.
Note: Many other flags and referrals to campus resources are available to raise within HuskySuccess.